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TechSource MOBIS Contract Rated Exceptional by GSA

Los Alamos, NM.  We are pleased to announce the General Services Administration (GSA) ranks Tech-
Source’s service, delivery and procurement practices for its MOBIS (Mission Oriented Business Integrated 
Services) Schedule “Exceptional.”  

Earlier this year, TechSource also received an “Exceptional” rating for services provided under our Pro-
fessional Engineering Services (PES) Schedule. GSA’s rating of “Exceptional” reaffi rms what our clients 
already know – TechSource is a top service provider and an unparalleled trusted partner.

TechSource CEO V. Brian D’Andrea shared his appreciation of the ranking,  “I am pleased that GSA once 
again recognized TechSource’s commitment to excellence by designating our service level as exceptional.  
Our commitment to provide our customers outstanding service, support, and advice is what makes our 
company a leader in the fi eld and the trusted partner our clients have come to know depend upon. The 
rating of exceptional truly refl ects the quality of our staff, our commitment to excellence, and the outstand-
ing expertise offered by TechSource today.”  

For over 15 years TechSource has delivered exceptional management and technical solutions for some of 
the most complex challenges facing our nation.  TechSource provides expert technical and management 
services to organizations responsible for developing, implementing, operating and managing high-technol-
ogy programs and projects.  Our clients and GSA recognize TechSource as experts of the highest caliber 
in accelerator physics, the nuclear sciences, program and project management, system engineering and 
integration, enterprise architecture, and throughout all the engineering disciplines.

In order to receive the highest rating of “Excellent” from GSA on an Administrative Report Card a contrac-
tor must adhere to all administrative and contractual requirements outlined in each contract, provide the 
right product and service, deliver on time, and the service must be procured at or below contract price. 
GSA’s defi nition of success also includes full compliance with all contract terms and conditions including 
record accuracy, lowest pricing options, and timely delivery.  

For additional information about the award or interest in using the PES schedule please contact Brian 
D’Andrea at 505.998.1726 or at bdandrea@techsource-inc.com.
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